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SA Healthy Towns Challenge — 

Partnering for Children’s Wellbeing  

Grants Guide 2021 to 2023 
 

Please read this Grants Guide prior to submitting an application for the SA Healthy Towns 

Challenge — Partnering for Children’s Wellbeing grants for 2021-2023. This Guide provides the 

relevant information to assist you in the development of your application. 
 

What is the SA Healthy Towns Challenge? 

The SA Healthy Towns Challenge is a grants program that launched in 2018. From 2018 to 

2021, this program supported many innovative and sustainable community led initiatives in 

South Australian regional and rural towns. This grants program had a focus on the improvement 

of health and wellbeing in the prevention of chronic diseases. 

 

The new 2021-2023 SA Healthy Towns Challenge – Partnering for Children’s Wellbeing grants 

will continue to support initiatives in regional and rural towns, but includes changes to the grant 

amount and grant funding period, as recommended by ongoing evaluation and feedback. 

 

For an outline of the similarities and differences between the new SA Healthy Towns Challenge 

– Partnering for Children’s Wellbeing grants and the former SA Healthy Towns Challenge grants, 

see Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs). 

 

Why are we partnering for children’s wellbeing? 

Wellbeing SA is pleased to be able to fund a new version of SA Healthy Towns Challenge for the 

next two years, which places an emphasis on children’s wellbeing. 

 

Wellbeing SA was established in January 2020 with a mission to build and maintain 

partnerships to reduce the preventable burden of disease and injury and promote health and 

wellbeing within South Australia. One of Wellbeing SA’s strategic priority focus areas is The 

Early Years, supporting all South Australian children to have the best start in life and are given 

the best chance to thrive. 

 

The new SA Healthy Towns Challenge - Partnering for Children’s Wellbeing grants align with 

Wellbeing SA’s objectives to address the various risk factors, environments and policies that 

influence outcomes for children.  

 

 

https://openyourworld.sa.gov.au/about-wellbeing-sa
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What are the guiding principles for the grants? 

The following are the five guiding principles which will inform and direct the successful projects: 

 

1. Community engagement and participation — communities must support the project 

and be engaged in its development and implementation. 

 

2. Partnerships — Wellbeing SA will partner with State or local organisations, such as 

Councils and community groups, to support regional and rural communities create 

healthier environments. 

 

3. Evidenced-based action — the project should be based on evidence and its objectives 

focused on impactful and sustainable outcomes for their communities. 

 

4. Co-investment — Wellbeing SA will use this grant funding to co-invest with State and 

local organisations to expand on existing or new projects that will demonstrate positive 

impacts on children’s wellbeing.  

 

5. Equitable outcomes — this grant funding will be prioritised to small and low socio-

economic communities to support the creation of healthier environments for children and 

their families and for priority populations (e.g. Aboriginal population, people from 

culturally and linguistically diverse populations, people with a disability). 

 

What kinds of projects can be funded through the SA Healthy 

Towns Challenge — Partnering for Children’s Wellbeing 

grants? 

SA Healthy Towns Challenge — Partnering for Children’s Wellbeing grants must support the 

wellbeing of children in South Australian regional and rural communities.  

 

Projects eligible for receiving a grant MUST meet the following essential criteria: 

• Support infrastructure (construct and/or upgrade) for children and families in their 

communities 

• Support children and families in the community to feel more connected and active  

• Collaborate with community organisations with expertise in supporting the health and 

wellbeing outcomes for children and their families 

• Co-invest through both funding and in-kind contributions in the project 

• Implement and fund (at least 10% of the total budget) a robust evaluation plan that 

measures the success of the project.  

 
See FAQs for an overview of each of the essential eligibility criteria. 
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How much are the grants? 

Grants are available for a maximum of three South Australian towns or regions and are to be 

expended over a two-year period, between 2021 and 2023. Grants are for a maximum of 

$125,000 per year (GST exclusive); therefore, a total of $250,000 (GST exclusive) for a two-

year period, per project. 

 

Applicants should not have an expectation of receiving ongoing funding from Wellbeing SA. 

 

Who can apply for the grants? 

Which towns or regions can apply? 

The grants are available for all towns across the six regional SA Local Health Networks. 

Applications may cover one eligible town or for a group of eligible towns within the listed local 

regions. 

 

Who can apply? 

State and community organisations such as Councils and not-for-profit organisations are eligible 

to apply. These organisations must have an active presence within the eligible town or towns to 

apply. If the application covers a group of eligible towns within a local region, the organisation 

must have an active presence within at least one of these towns. 

 

A group of community organisations from eligible town(s) or regions may make a joint 

application. However, one lead organisation – the ‘applying organisation’ – will need to be 

identified as the proposed grant recipient in the application. Applications must be submitted by 

an authorised officer of the applying organisation. 

 

The applying organisation must: 

• Have an active Australian Business Number (ABN). The GST status of the applying 

organisation is not an eligibility criterion and is for information only 

• Identify a Project Committee to oversee the project. The purpose of the Project 

Committee is to guide project direction and implementation. It must, at a minimum, 

comprise representative(s) from the applying organisation and the other collaborating 

organisations, but can also include other relevant local stakeholders, such as local 

community groups, etc. 

 

Which organisations are not eligible to apply? 

• South Australian (with the exception of Councils) or Australian Government agencies 

• For-profit businesses are not eligible as the applying organisation, but can be a named 

partner in an application 

• Individuals are not eligible to apply. 

https://www.sahealth.sa.gov.au/wps/wcm/connect/a2922980433c68a59f48dfba9c78a5ba/Rural%2BLHNs%2BMap.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CACHEID=ROOTWORKSPACE-a2922980433c68a59f48dfba9c78a5ba-mVoKIaO
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As a courtesy, we recommend potential community organisations be contacted early in 

the application process. 

Who is considered a suitable community organisation to 

collaborate with? 

All applications must be made in collaboration with community organisations, with expertise in 

supporting health and wellbeing outcomes for children.  

 

Collaborating with other community organisations will ensure that projects are based on 

evidence, best practice and are set up for long-term sustainability. These community 

organisations must be involved in the project development, implementation and/or evaluation. At 

least one community organisation is required per application. A letter of support from all 

community organisations, indicating their proposed role in the project, must be included in the 

grant Application Form.  

 

 

See FAQs for further details regarding the role of community organisations. 

 

What cannot be funded? 

Projects cannot request funding for the following: 

• ongoing operational and maintenance costs 

• salaries of existing and new staff members of your organisation 

• duplication of existing services already available to the community 

• participation by individuals in interstate or international events 

• proposals that plan to make grants to third parties from the funding. 

 

Key Dates  

Monday 6 September 2021 – Applications open 

Friday 15 October 2021, 12:00 noon – Applications close 

Mid-November 2021 – Successful applications announced 

December 2021 – Successful projects commence 

December 2023 – Successful projects conclude 

January 2024 – Grant Acquittal Form and Evaluation Reporting Form must be completed and 

returned to Wellbeing SA 

February 2024 – SA Healthy Towns Challenge – Partnering for Children’s Wellbeing Awards 

announcement. 
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How do I apply for an SA Healthy Towns Challenge – 

Partnering for Children’s Wellbeing grants? 

To apply for an SA Healthy Towns Challenge – Partnering for Children’s Wellbeing grants, 

please complete and submit an Application Form, ensuring that you provide responses to all of 

the sections in the form.  

 

Further information, including the documents below, can be found on: 

wellbeingsa.sa.gov.au/HealthyTownsChallenge 

 

• Application Form 

• Grants Guide 

• Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 

 

How will applications be assessed? 

All applications will be assessed by a Grant Assessment Panel comprising of members with 

expertise relating to children and their wellbeing, Councils, evaluation, Aboriginal communities 

and/or regional and rural towns. 

 

Applications must meet all eligibility criteria to be assessed. All eligible applications will be 

evaluated according to the assessment criteria which is found in the Application Form. The top 

three (maximum) applications will be offered SA Healthy Towns Challenge – Partnering for 

Children’s Wellbeing grants funding. 

 

Due to the limited amount of funding available, not every application that meets the eligibility 

criteria will receive funding. 

 

How will applicants be advised about the status of their 

application? 

All applicants will be advised in writing the status of their application. The Minister for Health and 

Wellbeing will then make a public announcement of the successful recipients. 

 

What happens if we receive a grant? 
 

Accountability and reporting 

Applicants offered SA Healthy Towns Challenge – Partnering for Children’s Wellbeing grants 

must enter into a grant contract with the Minister for Health and Wellbeing, which will outline the 

agreed outputs and outcomes for the approved grant.  

 

http://www.sahealth.sa.gov.au/SAHealthyTowns
http://www.wellbeingsa.sa.gov.au/healthytownschallenge
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Please see Grant Agreement Template. 

 

After the Grant Agreement is executed, the Evaluation Services team from Wellbeing SA will 

contact the grant recipients to discuss their evaluation needs and offer support throughout the 

project’s duration. A Progress Report must be submitted to Wellbeing SA every six months. 

 

At the completion of the SA Healthy Towns Challenge – Partnering for Children’s Wellbeing 

grant execution, the grant recipients must provide the following within 28 days: 

• A completed Grant Acquittal Form, detailing how funds were expended and evidence of 

expenditure 

• A completed Evaluation Report, summarising the implementation of the project and 

report on the outcomes. Wellbeing SA will support the successful applicants with the 

development of a fit for purpose evaluation reporting template. 

 

Please see the Grant Acquittal Form. 

 

Grant funding amounts remitted may be reported to the Australian Tax Office (ATO) in a tax 

payments annual report on behalf of the Department for Health and Wellbeing. For further 

information, refer to the ATO’s website. 

 

Publicity and information sharing 

It is a condition of funding that the Minister for Health and Wellbeing may promote or publicly 

refer to any SA Healthy Towns Challenge – Partnering for Children’s Wellbeing grants project. 

This may be done directly or through the communication mechanisms of Wellbeing SA and the 

South Australian Government. Funded organisations will be required, if requested, to provide 

project related information for the purpose of promotion by the Minister for Health and Wellbeing. 

 

What is the SA Healthy Towns Challenge – Partnering for 

Children’s Wellbeing Award? 

At the end the grant round, the SA Healthy Towns Challenge – Partnering for Children’s 

Wellbeing Award will be presented to the grant recipient that achieves the most improvements 

towards children’s wellbeing. This is a non-monetary award. 

 

Representatives of the Grant Assessment Panel will convene at the conclusion of the funding 

round to consider the final evaluation report submitted by the grant recipients and select the 

award winner.  

 

The winner of the SA Healthy Towns Challenge – Partnering for Children’s Wellbeing Award will 

be announced in February 2024. 

 

 

 

http://www.ato.gov.au/Business/Third-party-reporting
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For more information: 

SA Healthy Towns Challenge Project Officer  

Email: WellbeingSASAHealthyTowns@sa.gov.au 

wellbeingsa.gov.au/HealthyTownsChallenge  

 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses 
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